28   THE VOYAGE TO  SOUTH  AMERICA
The next stage of our outward voyage the conditions were
again pleasant and satisfactory.	,
We left Las Palmas on Saturday, May loth: the trade wind
was still with us, the weather delightful, and we did the dis-
tance to St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands, in seven days. We
had heard nothing but evil of it. "An impossible place;1'
"another Aden ; " "a mere cinder-heap." It was therefore a
pleasant surprise to find ourselves in a most beautiful harbour,
Rugged mountains of imposing height rise on three sides of
the bay, Porto Grande, and the fourth is protected by the long
high coast-line of the neighbouring island, San Antonio. Stand*
ing out in the entrance of the bay is the conical Birds' Rock,
looking as if designed by nature for the lighthouse it carries,
The colouring is indescribable: all the nearer mountains are
what can only be termed a glowing red, which, as distance in-
creases, softens into heliotrope. On the edge of the bay and
at the foot of the eastern hills lies the town of Mindello. A
building law, made with the object of avoiding glare, forbids
any house to be painted white, and the resulting colour-washes,
red, yellow, and blue, if sometimes a little crude, tone on the
whole well into the landscape.
If beauty of form and strange weird colouring are the first
things which strike the newcomer to St. Vincent, the next,
it must be admitted, is the marvellous bleakness of the place,
Hillsides and mountains stand out bare and rugged,  without
showing, on a cursory inspection at any rate, the least sign
of vegetation,    One of the characteristics also of the place is
the constant tearing wind.    During the whole of our visit of
some ten days we were never able to find a day when it was
calm enough for Mrs, Taylor, the wife of the British Consul, to
face the short passage from tlxe harbour and visit Mana.   This
wind is purely local and a short.distance off dies away.   How,
.one is inclined to ask, can it be possible for English men and
women to endure life in a tropical glare, with a perpetual wind
without any trees, any grass, any green on which to rest the
eye ?   And yet we found over and over again that, though the
comer from greener worlds is at first unhappy and restless in
St. Vincent, those who had been there some time found life
pleasant and enjoyable and had no desire to exchange it.
There are several coaling and other English firms, and local

